Fun with words: Super Challenge 10

Word game

You will need a **die**, and a **counter** and a **piece of paper** for each player. Throw the die to move round the spaces. For every space you land on write an answer on your piece of paper or miss a turn. The winner is the first person to write 10 words correctly. Use your *Oxford First Dictionary* to help you.

1. **Something you can eat** beginning with **p**
2. **A kind of vehicle** beginning with **t**
3. **Something with wings** beginning with **d**
4. **Something with beginning with **d**
5. **A day of the week** beginning with **t**
6. **A kind of building** beginning with **c**
7. **Something you can drink** beginning with **j**
8. **Something that makes a noise** beginning with **d**
9. **A part of the body** beginning with **e**
10. **Something you can play with** beginning with **b**
11. **Something that you wear** beginning with **s**
12. **A kind of insect** beginning with **w**
13. **A kind of fruit** beginning with **o**
14. **A month of the year** beginning with **m**
15. **A kind of vehicle** beginning with **t**
16. **Something that lives in the sea** beginning with **w**

**Something you can eat**
- beginning with **p**

**A kind of vehicle**
- beginning with **t**

**Something with wings**
- beginning with **d**

**Something with beginning with **d**

**A day of the week**
- beginning with **t**

**A kind of building**
- beginning with **c**

**Something you can drink**
- beginning with **j**

**Something that makes a noise**
- beginning with **d**

**A part of the body**
- beginning with **e**

**Something you can play with**
- beginning with **b**

**Something that you wear**
- beginning with **s**

**A kind of insect**
- beginning with **w**

**A kind of fruit**
- beginning with **o**

**A month of the year**
- beginning with **m**

**Something that lives in the sea**
- beginning with **w**